Radio Victoria continues to grow & build along with our audiences through visits & workshops with our RadioListener Groups in the communities Santa Cruz La Milagrosa in Ilobasco, Santa Marta in Victoria & Santa Cruz La Junta in Sensuntepeque where we talk about organic agriculture, women’s rights and the roles imposed on them, the Human Right to Communication, the kinds of violence of which women are victims and inter-family violence.
Radio Victoria congratulates & celebrates the 28th Anniversary of the Economic Social Development Association, Santa Marta, ADES!

Radio Victoria members and feminist organizations signed an important mutual cooperation agreement with the objective of working together, having stronger incidencia & to be more relevant for our audiences and communities.

International Women’s Day reminds us of the New York women workers’ protest against the precarious labor conditions in which they labored. More than 100 died in a textile factory fire because of their protests.

Radio Victoria & ADES signed an important mutual cooperation agreement with the objective of working together, having stronger incidencia & to be more relevant for our audiences and communities.

Public Education during COVID-19
Invitada: Idalia Zúñiga, Secretaria General del Frente Magisterial Salvadoreño

Expectations of Victoria’s Plural Municipal Council
(with RV’s own Isabelo Cortes)

Radio Victoria members and feminist organizations marched in San Salvador to commemorate March 8th – “National & International Women’s Day”. Some of their expressed demands are: decriminalize abortions, create a gender identity law, stop political violence, among others.

8 de marzo
On March 6th, 14 years ago, Rufina Amaya, an untiring fighter, died. Her testimony brought the world’s focus toward El Salvador, & with great courage she denounced the crimes committed against innocents in El Mozote and neighboring villages in December 1981.

Berta Cáceres was assassinated not only for her leadership, but also for being a woman that defied the machismo with which the police, military & big corporations operate to impose their projects of death. Today, 5 years after her assassination we continue to demand justice.

“We, the Lenca Peoples, are ancestral custodians of the rivers which are also protected by the spirits of the young girls that taught us that to give life in multiple ways for the defense of rivers is to give life for the good of humanity and of this planet”.

Father Rutilio Grande & Monseñor Oscar Arnulfo Romero’s liberation pastoral is vital in understanding the organization & social conscience of Santa Marta’s inhabitants during the 70s, a community where the great majority of poor farmers were Catholics. Santa Marta’s Monseñor Romero Pastoral Group led a pilgrimage from El Rodeo to Santa Marta’s central plaza commemorating the brutal assassinations of Padre Rutilio Grande (44 years ago) and Monseñor Romero (41 years ago).
In order to offer the best quality radio signal in 92.1fm throughout the Cabañas province, Radio Victoria’s human talents carry out maintenance work on our transmission equipment.

Congratulations to our community radio family who keep working for the human right to communication and the democratization of communication media.

We are happy to share some good news! The documentary “No Tenemos Miedo” (We are not Afraid) has been sub-titled into English as part of a documentary series called “Women in Resistance to Mineral Extraction”. We share the link to this sub-titled documentary so many people, friends and allies defending our territories from mining and extraction can watch:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpleHko6gAw

Listen on 92.1 fm & radiovictoriaes.org

“Santa Marta 40 years of Resistance to Forgetting”
On March 17 & 18 Santa Marta commemorated the martyrs of their 1981 massacre and flight to Mesa Grande, Honduras.

There was a candlelight procession ending with an artistic cultural vigil in Santa Marta. Memory transforms pain into hope, Death into Life, Impunity into Justice.
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On March 17 & 18 Santa Marta commemorated the martyrs of their 1981 massacre and flight to Mesa Grande, Honduras.

There was a candlelight procession ending with an artistic cultural vigil in Santa Marta. Memory transforms pain into hope, Death into Life, Impunity into Justice.
Radio Victoria’s Community Correspondents, located in different communities throughout Cabañas, participated in a meeting-workshop of community radios on a national level.

We are grateful to visits from our loyal listeners: Don Alfredo Palacios who came to visit us from San Lorenzo in the San Vicente province, always surprising us with gifts, this time a raw sugar bar, honey and a gourd used to carry water since it keeps the water cool & María Graciela Nolasco Pineda who comes from far away to bring us a delicious chicken soup!

Some of Radio Victoria’s Human Talents participated in a Diploma for Women Communicators. The course included an introduction to feminism and different existing currents of thought.

On March 22nd World Water Day is celebrated, a date that reminds us that water is vital for life, that we must be mindful of the worldwide water crisis and how the pandemic has made even clearer that access to water can prevent contagious diseases and protect us.